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ABSTRACT

The use of e-learning systems has a long tradition, where students can study online helped by a
system. In this context, the use of recommender systems is relatively new. In our research project, we
investigated various ways to create a recommender system. They all aim at facilitating the learning
and understanding of a student. We present a common concept of the learning path and its learning
indicators and embed 5 different recommenders in this context.

Keywords E-learning · Recommender systems · Learning path personalization

1 Introduction

In recent years, the landscape of e-learning has witnessed exceptional advancements, providing students with tools to
improve their performance. In the pursuit of optimizing the e-learning experience, one emerging area of focus is the
integration of recommender systems. By leveraging sophisticated algorithms, recommender systems aim to personalize
the learning path by tailoring recommendations based on individual student performance, preferences, learning style
and other factors.

The iMath Consortium 2021-1-PT01-KA220-HED-000023288 [2021] project aims at developing an AI-driven tool
to support the personalized learning path of students enrolled in higher education mathematical subjects. This tool
should be capable of personalizing an e-learning path tailored to each student’s unique needs, taking into account the
current knowledge level and also ensuring a learning path that aligns with their individual requirements rather than
solely relying on an expert perspective.

Throughout the iMath project, the authors investigated the question of how to personalise an e-learning path for an
individual student. This path does not necessarily coincide with the one a teacher would choose, although this often
is considered the best way to go in a teaching environment. The insights gained from the developed tools have the
potential to be integrated in the MathE portal, cf. Consortium 2018-1-PT01-KA203-047361 [2018], Pacheco et al.
[2019], to enhance its educational aim.

This report describes insights from the iMath project with the collaborative efforts of various universities in this
Erasmus+ project. Our collective goal is to establish a cohesive conceptual framework for learning path recommender
systems. Through this comparative analysis, we aim not only at contributing to the evolving landscape of personalized
e-learning, but also to offer valuable insights for the future development of recommender systems in educational
contexts. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the context our research question
of an existing e-learning environment MathE. In Sect. 3, we embed the investigation into the literature on the topic.
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Section 4 describes several recommenders that have been developed in the iMath project and Sect. 5 summarizes our
findings.

2 Problem formulation

The integration of an effective learning path recommender system in an e-learning environment involves various aspects
to be considered. Thus, we first focus on the conceptual and practical details associated with the core problem of
personalizing a learning journey for an individual student.

2.1 Conceptual problem formulation

Traditional methods, often relying on a predefined path shaped by expert perspectives, do not take the difference in
learning style into account, i.e. preferences and knowledge level of individual students. Our main focus is to address the
formulation of a recommender system that goes beyond static structures. Unlike other learning paths that may overlook
the significance of assessment, our approach is integrated in the evaluation process seamlessly. Fig. 1 depicts how users
can access the iMath prototype, where they take multiple choice tests with each question chosen following one of the
recommender methods presented in Section 4.

By identifying the possible inputs and outputs of the systems with the available information, it is possible to apply
different techniques such as the adaptation of a Keyword-Question matrix, analogous to a Term-Document matrix
used in the field of Natural Language Processing Indurkhya and Damerau [2010] (NLP). By using such approach, it is
possible to get to the essence of the learning indicators, representing the intersection between the educational content
(in this case, keywords) and the assessment criteria (in this case, questions). The challenge then lies in obtaining an
algorithm capable of providing the learner with a dynamic learning path, adjusted to the individual user interaction with
the e-learning system. In this way, a recommendation is provided aligned with the user’s unique learning profile.

2.2 Scope of the tool

The MathE platform Consortium 2018-1-PT01-KA203-047361 [2018] is an online educational system running since
February 2019. Its objective is to assist students in Mathematics subjects taught in higher education institutions. This
platform is organized in 21 math topics/subtopics and provides free access to various resources, including videos,
exercises, practice tests, and pedagogical material Azevedo et al. [2021].

A well-known MathE tool is the online self-assessment test, where seven questions are selected on a given topic. How
should these questions be selected in order for the student to maintain his motivation in math study? How should these
questions be selected in order the student to learn a given topic? To attempt answering these questions, various methods
outlined in section 4 were implemented on top of a prototype mimicking the MathE self-assessment test, choosing five
pertinent questions from a single topic.

The aforementioned prototype contains two main student related data sources, educational content and assessment
criteria. The first dataset primarily contains information regarding the questions that can be posed to students: the
possible options for a multiple-choice test, the correct answer, the difficulty level and various identifiers for its keywords,
enabling categorization and thematic analysis. The second dataset focuses on the tests realized by each student
and contains information such as name, surname, university, and email, along with responses to a final satisfaction
questionnaire of each test. Additionally, this dataset captures user interaction with the educational prototype, logging
timestamps for button clicks and answers. Notably, the test responses and user interaction are aligned with specific
question and answer indices from the former dataset.

2.3 Explanatory example

To illustrate the problem formulation described above, consider a practical example from the point of view of the two
main actors. In this e-learning environment, the students engage with the platform by taking multiple choice tests, each
chosen according to one of the recommender methods described in Sect. 4.

• Student Perspective: Alice, a student, uses the iMath prototype to study linear algebra. Unlike traditional e-learning
systems that offer a one-size-fits-all learning path, the proposed system dynamically adapts to Alice’s performance
and preferences. After completing a test with questions selected by one the developed recommender systems, Alice’s
interactions, such as answer choices and time spent on questions, are collected. This data is useful to tailor her future
learning paths, making her study experience more personalized and effective.
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Figure 1: System overview

• Educator Perspective: Bob, a teacher, contributes to the course by preparing multiple-choice questions, including
possible answers, the correct answer, difficulty level, and relevant keywords. This information is crucial for the
generation of the learning path, as it can be utilized by the recommender system.

In conclusion, this environment bridges the gap between students and educators, by leveraging advanced algorithms
and user-generated data to offer a more personalized and engaging learning experience.

3 Related work

Given the relevance of both fields, the use of recommender systems in e-learning has gained significant attention. There
are several notable reviews, such as Klašnja-Milićević et al. [2015], Tarus et al. [2018], Zhang et al. [2021] delving into
various domains fairly related to the different approaches discussed in the following sections. The characterization of
the recommendation techniques found in Tarus et al. [2018] is quite useful to distinguish the different philosophies
taken in each approach.

Group based recommender systems can harness the collective information from both users and items to generate
recommendations. The system can analyze the learning material and categorize it, based on various features such as
subject matter, difficulty level, learning style and many more. This approach can help in creating a structured learning
path for the students, making the learning process more organized. Several frameworks have been devised; notably
Dwivedi and Bharadwaj [2015] in the domain of recommender systems utilized in e-learning environments. While
our main focus is primarily on organizing learning material such as questions, the article shifts its attention to the
categorization of students by utilizing neighbouring groups on user profiles.

Collaborative filtering is a widely used technique in recommender systems. This method generates recommendations
based on the behaviour of similar users. This approach can be particularly effective in personalized learning, as it can
help to identify resources that are likely to be of interest to the learner based on past behavior and the behavior of
similar learners that might have faced the same problems while learning. Bobadilla et al. [2009] aims to establish the
foundation for applying this technique to an e-learning environment within the scope of memory-based approaches.
Additionally, it examines potential metrics for measuring its performance.

Utility based approaches resonate with the principles of dynamic optimization and adaptive decision-making. These
systems provide recommendations based on the perceived value or utility they offer to individual users. This alignment
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fits the idea of continuously refining recommendations for maximizing the user satisfaction and learning outcomes. An
ontology-based take can be found in Zielinski [2015] where the utility score is calculated for learning objects that form
part of the learning pathway.

Content based techniques operate on the premise of assessing intrinsic attributes of learning materials and aligning
them with the user preferences. This methodology delivers personalized content selection without explicitly asking for
user feedback. By analyzing the characteristics and features of the learning materials, the system can create profiles for
the content.

The knowledge based approach incorporates domain knowledge into the recommendation process. By understanding
the relationships between concepts within the learning domain, the system should be able to provide recommendations
grounded in pedagogical principles.

4 Developed methods

Although the methods presented in this section are introduced in a self-contained way, giving the impression of being
exclusive and differentiated from each other, it is worth noting that we can face the recommendation on two layers. An
“upper layer", closer to the learning indicators and the learning path, and a “lower layer", more focused on working
with the final recommendation to provide a higher level with tools to generate the learning pathway. Therefore, readers
should note that these methods can also support each other to achieve a hybrid system.

4.1 Concept map and graph walk-based method

A student activity recommendation system aims at recommending to students how they can best master a given content
in terms of selected learning indicators in a given time.

4.1.1 Basic approach

The architecture of this recommendation system consists of two components. Firstly, a concept map is generated from
the learning content as a directed graph, and secondly, the recommendation of student activities (in our particular case,
questions) is a two-stage graph walk.

The concept map is defined as a weighted directed graph. The nodes are concepts labeled by a set of content pieces on
which students should work (in our case individual questions). Directed arcs indicate which concept a student should
master first. Arc weights indicate how strong the dependence of these two nodes is. An example of a concept is given at
Fig. 2.

The student activity recommender system prescribes content pieces called recommender items by which concept
map nodes are labeled. Each recommendation can be seen as a two-level graph walk where the last visited item is
recommended. At the top level, the walk is a tour among concepts. This walk proceeds from this to the next concept
when this concept is mastered by the student. Explicit criteria for mastering a concept are given such as the threshold of
the proportion of correctly answered questions etc. When a given concept is first entered, a bottom-level walk is done
inside the concept. Selected one or more learning indicators are estimated for each of the candidate recommendation
items and the next recommended item is the one having the best profile of learning indicators.

There are two main challenges to this approach. The first is an automatic generation of concept maps from learning
content (textual descriptions, questions, keywords etc) using machine learning algorithms, see Li et al. [2019]. Real
content testing shows that automatically generated concept maps usually need manual correction to remove some
obvious anomalies. However, automatically generated concept maps may be combined with human-generated ones. In
fact, a teacher may manually generate an adequate concept map. Obviously, this approach is highly dependent on the
quality of the underlying concept map.

The next challenge is an automatic estimation of student learning indicators. Some correlates to learning indicators are
easy to estimate such as the proportion of correct answers, the coverage of the concept, the probability of the correct
answer to a given question etc. Methods based on clickstream Liu et al. [2022] may provide good results.

To summarize this recommendation algorithm as a graph walk, the top level is a variant of a modified depth-first walk
selecting an optimal path through the concepts to promote an adequate order of concept mastering. The bottom level
is a greedy approach where the next recommendation item is the one for which the estimated or expected learning
outcome profile is the best.

The selected approach to the recommender system facilitates the following parametrizations:
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Figure 2: An example of the concept map. Arcs are directed and weighted. The size of the node is proportional to the
number of recommended items this concept involves.

• The profile of explicitly maximized learning outcome indicators are selected arbitrarily to configure the properties of
the recommender.

• Any concept map can be used, machine or human-generated, or a combination of these ones.

• Criteria to measure whether a given concept is mastered and when a given content (full concept map) is mastered is
also selected arbitrarily.

• Personalization and contextualisation of the recommender system can be integrated naturally into the recommender
algorithm at two stages. First, a concept map may be generated for an individual student, and second, learning
outcome indicators may be estimated in a personalized and contextualized way.

4.1.2 Input and output

The input to the algorithm is learning content such as set of questions, keywords, textual description of concepts etc.
Modern machine learning techniques for content-based image retrieval and generative model-based image description
could utilize visual content as well.

The output of the approach is a sequence of recommendation items, that is a sequence of content pieces a student should
work on to master the content in a short amount of time.

4.1.3 Advantages and drawbacks

The advantages of this approach are the following:

• Selected learning outcome indicators are maximized directly.

• Human (teacher) view of course content structure can be combined with the machine-generated concept maps. On
the other hand, the recommender system can be established independently from the teacher.

• Criteria for mastering a concept and mastering the whole concept can be selected explicitly.

• Latest advance approaches to concept map generation (generative models) and to automatic estimation of learning
outcomes indicators can be integrated.

• Personalisation and recommendation of recommender system is straightforward.

5
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The main drawback of the approach is the sensitivity to the quality of the concept map. Clearly, an inadequate concept
map will produce an ineffective sequence of actions. The remedy is a combination of machine and human-generated
concept maps.

4.2 Collaborative filtering recommender

This recommendation system aims at providing questions based on their performance when completing the tests.

4.2.1 Basic Approach

Collaborative filtering (CF) plays with the assumption that users who have similar preferences in the past are expected
to have similar preferences in the future. In the context of e-learning we can think about these “preferences" as the
current situation of the learner in a learning path, where a student might face the same challenges, lack of basis in a
previous concept or struggles as another student.

The objective of these CF systems is to minimize the prediction errors Bobadilla et al. [2009]. A handy implementation
of the methodology is provided by the Python library Surprise Hug [2020]. The library provides several recommender
system algorithms. Some of them are tailored for collaborative filtering by providing prediction algorithms and the
ability to build your own. These prediction algorithms take the historical data on user-question interaction as input. A
user-question relationship is organized in a matrix similar to the one shown in Table 1.

Table 1: User-question matrix
Q1 Q2 . . . Qm

User1 3 4
User2 2 5
User3 4 3

. . .
Useru 1 2

This matrix holds the user rating data for each question, which is then used to
calculate the similarity between users. The similarity can be calculated using
various techniques, which can be memory-based or model-based. Memory-
based approaches directly compare users or items based on their past interac-
tion by using similarity metrics in algorithms like k-nearest neighbors (KNN).
Predictions for a user on items they have not interacted with are made by
aggregating the ratings or preferences of similar users or items. Moreover,
model-based techniques use algorithms like singular value decomposition
(SVD) or probabilistic models to learn patterns and relationships from the
data. In this implementation, we used a hybrid approach computing simi-
larity among users while combining both memory-based and model-based

collaborative filtering techniques. Specifically, the system employed singular value decomposition (SVD) and k-nearest
neighbors (KNN) to calculate similarities among users based on their question-solving behavior. This hybridization
aims at leveraging the strengths of both approaches, which can potentially improve recommendation accuracy.

One of the primary considerations during the design of the rating matrix was determining the most appropriate method
for users to “rate" a question. An explicit method would be using the opinion provided by students for the questions
they answered in tests like they would a film or song. Such an approach is impractical. Thus, an implicit feedback
approach was chosen considering data from the assessment material, such as the difficulty of the questions and whether
the student response was correct or incorrect. This rating system utilizes an integer valuation ranging from 1 to 5:

• Value 1 indicates that the student answered with “I don’t know".

• Values 2 and 3 represent wrong and right answers, respectively, for a basic question,

• Values 4 and 5 represent wrong and right answers, respectively, for a difficult question.

By employing this implicit feedback mechanism, the system evaluates the current state of knowledge regarding a
specific set of questions. It adopts a more lenient approach towards students providing incorrect answers to difficult
questions, while penalizing those who give wrong answers to basic questions. In another way, the system would reward
correct responses to difficult questions without overemphasizing the significance of answering a basic question correctly.

While this approach can function independently by providing students with questions based on their peers’ performance
at similar knowledge levels, its true strength lies in its modularity. Since it relies heavily on the assessment material
provided by the teacher, it allows flexibility and customization according to specific educational needs and goals. This
adaptability can be further enhanced by an upper layer of a fully-fledged system, enabling the integration of additional
features and functionalities tailored to the educational context. For instance, an upper layer focused on optimally
traversing a concept graph could use this approach to find the best question for a given concept based on the current state
of the student, as depicted in Fig. 3. This lower layer is also compatible with other approaches, such as a personalized
learning path recommendation system that utilizes machine learning algorithms to further analyze individual learning
patterns and improve the learning path.
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4.2.2 Input and output

The system retrieves all previous responses provided by a student and matches them with the information contained in
the assessment material. It then generates formatted data, comprising a table with rows containing user ID, question ID,
and the evaluation of the response, which serves as input of the collaborative filtering algorithm.

The algorithm provides a list of tuples (question ID, estimated rating for prediction) and sorts them based on the highest
rating.

4.2.3 Advantages and drawbacks

The advantages of the collaborative filtering approach for question recommendation include:

• Personalized recommendations based on past behavior and current status of knowledge.

• Adaptability to evolving user preferences over time.

• Potential for augmentation through the integration of additional layers focused on alternative learning metrics
or material insights.

The main drawbacks of this approach are:

• Cold start problem for new users or questions.

• Difficulty in capturing complex user behavior by itself.

• Dependency on a substantial dataset of questions to optimize performance.

4.3 Clustering-based method

The method is based on clustering techniques combined with recommender systems using graph theory.

7
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4.3.1 Basic approach

In this approach, the k-means clustering algorithm was used to classify the questions according to their difficulty level.
Clustering is an unsupervised data partitioning method aiming at the classification of elements of a dataset into groups
(clusters) based on similarity and dissimilarity among features of the elements. In this way, it aims at discovering
underlying patterns in an unsupervised manner Rehman and Belhaouari [2022].

Graph theory is utilized to model the relations among the different learning elements within the platform. In this model,
questions and keywords are represented as nodes and the arcs indicate the associations between them.

The process is based on four phases. In Phase I, the score of the question is determined by combining feedback from
teachers and students. After that, Phase II employs the k-means clustering algorithm to categorize questions into distinct
difficulty levels. In Phase III, the algorithm constructs a graph to map the connections between questions and keywords,
where the degree of each node is helpful to identify the most relevant successive questions for the learner. Finally, phase
IV selects the most appropriate next question.

4.3.2 Input and output

The input data includes questions and keywords, the level of each question given by the teacher, and the number of
attempts and correct answers for each question. The output is the next question in the self-assessment test.

4.3.3 Advantages and drawbacks

The advantages of the presented algorithm include:

• Easy to implement.
• Compromise between teacher and student feedback.
• Possibility to explore ways to find the perfect personalized learning path for each topic/subtopic.

The main drawbacks of the presented algorithm are:

• Requires a sufficient distribution of keywords among the questions.
• High probability of obtaining cluster levels without questions not yet answered.

4.4 Supervised learning-based method

This approach explores the use of supervised machine learning in combination with a simple recommender system.

4.4.1 Basic approach

The approach selects a given question as follows:

• First question: based on the available background information about the students we train a Random For-
est Breiman [2001] to predict, for each possible question, the probability of the student to answer the question
correctly and the time needed to answer it. Then, based on an simple heuristic rule, the next question is
selected such that it gives the best compromise between the probability to answer correctly and time spent on
the question.

• From the second to the last question: we exploit the same procedure of the first question enriching the features
on which we train the Random Forest with the information collected during the previous questions.

The idea behind this approach is to increase the motivation of the student in studying the subject, promoting staying
longer on the platform, presenting questions with a high probability to be answered correctly. In this way, the students,
repeating the self assessment test, will receive first the simplest questions and then, with time, the more difficult ones
since the simplest (and already provided to students) are removed from the set of possible choices.

4.4.2 Input and output

The data exploited by Random Forest is coming from two main sources:

• Background data from the informative questionnaire filled in by each student. User grades have been normalized to a
scale between 0 and 100 to make grades of different scale comparable. In case of not answered questions or in case

8
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the student did not take any math exams yet, the missing data have been filled up with the mode of all the other user
answers.

• Data from previous questions and tests on the platform. For each past question of the current test, the system collects:
if the answer is correct or not, if it has been skipped or not, the time spent on the question, difficulty of the question
indicated in the input data, the percentage of times the users correctly answered the question, number of clicks on the
answers.

As output, the algorithm gives the probability of answering the question correctly and the required time to answer.

4.4.3 Advantages and drawbacks

The advantages of the proposed algorithm include:

• The approach is purely data-driven and does not require any additional side information.

• The approach is simple to implement and can scale well to the addition of new feature or information.

• The system can be updated easily and periodically as soon as the platform collects more data of new users.

• The approach is computationally cheap to use in real time since predictions are actually computationally
inexpensive.

The main drawbacks of the proposed algorithm are:

• The fact that it is purely data-driven may lead to unpredictable results.

• The heuristic rule to recommend the next question is too simplistic.

• The difficulty to consider side information.

4.5 Reinforcement learning-based method

Reinforcement learning (RL) offers a framework for learning optimal policies in uncertain environments. When applied
to an e-learning environment, RL treats the problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), where the system learns to
make decisions based on past experiences Fahad Mon et al. [2023], Paduraru et al. [2022], Pu et al. [2020], Tang et al.
[2024]. The goal is to maximize the expected total learning achievement of a student’s learning path over a certain
number of time steps. In order to compute an optimal learning path, RL computes a predictive model, which helps to
find the best learning path, considering path constraints, like learning all concepts in a given number of time-steps.

4.5.1 Basic Approach

In this approach, the learning environment is modeled as an MDP consisting of:

• States: Represent the context of the system at a certain time step. The context is composed of the learner’s knowledge
status, preferences, past interaction, and relevant information of the system, including data from other students.

• Actions: Correspond to the recommendation of the learning material at each time step, such as the question asked in
that time step.

• Environment: Dictates the outcome of a state-action pair by providing a new state following a so-called transition
function, which may include uncertainty.

• Rewards: Indicate the feedback received by the learner after taking one or several actions. A dense reward provides
an immediate feedback after each action, such as the correctness of the answer, time taken to respond, the difficulty
level, or any value for selecting a question, as described in Sections 4.1-4.4. A sparse reward is computed after several
actions or after finishing a complete learning path, e.g., by checking if the path includes all required learning concepts.

RL computes a predictive model defined by so-called Q-values for each state-action pair, which are used to select
an action at a given state by maximizing the Q-value. This defines a policy that determines the sequence of learning
materials to present to the student. Since the system data is dynamically changing, the Q-values are updated in each
time step. The approach can be considered as an operational planning method of learning material with the goal always
to be sure, that the operational plan provides a feasible learning path.

9
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4.5.2 Input and Output

The input to the RL agent includes learner data such as past test performances, learning preferences, context information,
and the characteristics of the available learning materials, similar as in Sections 4.1-4.4. The output of RL are Q-values
for each state-action pair, which are used to select a learning action.

4.5.3 Preliminary Experiment

In order to test the performance of a simple RL-algorithm for question selection, a Dijkstra shortest path algorithm
was adapted for selecting questions covering 12 topics of linear algebra. A concept map was defined for specifying a
partial ordering of topics using an Excel table. A dense reward was computed for each state-action pair by providing
the relative number of failures per question. A sparse reward was computed after finishing a complete learning path, by
checking if the path includes all required learning concepts. The experiments have shown that the adjustments of the
Dijkstra shortest path algorithm did not significantly increase the computational effort.

4.5.4 Advantages and Drawbacks

Some advantages of this approach include:

• Systematic approach to explore a huge set of learning paths by computing rewards for state-action pairs, as in
Sections 4.1-4.4, as well as rewards for complete learning paths.

• In contrast to greedy approaches, the policy computed by Q-values provides feasible learning paths.
• Personalized learning paths tailored to individual learner characteristics and preferences.
• Adaptability to changes in the learner’s knowledge level and learning trajectory while also handling learning

path constraints, such as covering all concepts in order.
• Maximization of learning outcomes and engagement.

The drawbacks of this approach are:

• Implementing RL requires expertise in algorithm design, training, and optimization.
• For computing an effective reward function, methods like in Sections 4.1-4.4 are required, which need a

substantial amount of data.
• RL models can be opaque, which may make it difficult for teachers or students to interpret the reasoning

behind the system recommendations.

5 Summary and Conclusion

The development of recommender systems in e-learning is an interesting challenge. In this paper, we described several
approaches which have been tested on the same group of students. Although the gathered data in the system is the same
for all methods, the used information differs and the recommendation is based on varying underlying methodologies.
We distinguish the focus on an upper layer related to learning outcomes and a lower layer focussing on generating a
next (set of) questions or suggestion for learning material. The methods are diverse, each with its own approach to
personalizing the learning experience for each student. Table 2 summarizes their features to provide a clear overview.

A significant insight from this research is the potential synergy between top-layer and bottom-layer systems. Top-layer
systems (such as the ones pointed out in Table 2) focus on optimizing the learning path by considering the conceptual
landscape of a subject by relying on keywords and information that could be difficult to be agreed among a group of
teachers. These systems ensure that students engage with topics while maximizing understanding and retention.

In contrast, bottom-layer systems generate specific recommendations based on more granular and easily measurable
data, such as past performance or student preferences. These systems are powerful tools for personalizing the learning
experience at a micro-level, ensuring that a single question is optimally suited to the student’s current status.

The potential for innovation lies in the integration of these two layers. By combining the big-picture focus of the
top-layer systems with the detailed data-driven bottom-layer systems, it is possible to create an effective e-learning
environment. This integrated approach allows for the dynamic adjustment of learning paths based on real-time feedback
and performance data, ensuring that the learning experience remains engaging, challenging and tailored to the individual
needs of each student.

In future studies, we will focus on the outcomes of the used recommenders for the same group of students. This requires
a systematic design of experiments and measurable performance indicators.

10
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Table 2: Summary

Method Input Output Layer
Concept Map and
Graph Walk-Based

Learning content Sequence of items Top

Collaborative Filter-
ing

User-question data List of questions Bottom

Clustering-Based Questions, keywords,
difficulty levels,
student performance
data

Next question in the
self-assessment test

Top

Supervised Learning-
Based

Background data
from students; data
from previous ques-
tions/tests

Probability of answer-
ing correctly and re-
quired time to answer

Bottom

Reinforcement
Learning-Based

Learner data, learn-
ing material charac-
teristics

Q-values to select
learning actions

Top
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